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Manufacturing Segmentation
Requires Industry Expertise
for Innovative
Content Creation
by T.R. CUTLER

Content creation is not a tactic. It is sharing
industry expertise by thought leaders and
manufacturing journalists. More than 8000 editors,
staff reporters, economists, and freelancers
worldwide are members of the Manufacturing
Media Consortium. From smaller B2B industry
trade publications to function-specific media, such
as Quality Digest, increments in activity are vastly
less important than increments in sales results.
Recently a small manufacturing software supplier
expressed disappointment that only thirty people
downloaded gated content from an email drip
campaign. When digging deeper, it was discovered
that within 90 days more than half of those that
downloaded content purchased the SaaS solution.
More is not better….better meaningful content that
generates business is best.
Reaching critical mass
Somewhere between massive media coverage,
PR velocity, and social media outreach is the
interface with sales staff. Recently the marketing
research division of TR Cutler surveyed 90 small
manufacturers (<$5M in annual revenue) and
learned than less than 10% of sales teams used
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published content to prospects after a call. Few
used their LinkedIn accounts and even fewer
shared which elements in a drip campaign were
best received.
The ability to demonstrate industry expertise is
central to a successful industrial marketing strategy.
The vision and relentless execution required by
small and middle market companies must exceed
the larger better-funded competitors.
Smaller manufacturers are more agile and disruptive
As the most published freelance industrial
journalist worldwide for the past 22 years, there
is ample evidence that small manufacturers can
be agile and disruptive. Quick messaging shifts
are possible and even required. It is precisely how
leadership and differentiators are established.
Because editors are slammed with hundreds of
press releases each day, they tend to ignore and
simply delete story pitch ideas. Having direct
access and relationships to these editors allows
an audience and consideration rarely afforded to
smaller firms.
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Larger companies spend $250K per year with
PRNewswire or BusinessWire issuing national PR
missives, whether truly newsworthy or not.

invitations to contribute editorial content,
discussion panelists, and keynote speaking
opportunities.

Centers of excellence in industrial content
Traditional content creation is too often
regurgitation of website content. Boring! Client case
studies are far more interesting to write about and
read. Examining the very nature of pain points is a
relatable exercise for the reader.

Not for everyone
Content marketing is tough. A commitment of time,
consistency, and velocity creates critical mass.
Manufacturing firms, particularly since COVID,
have embraced fundamental content marketing
and online thought leadership. This need not be a
six-figure effort, but typically $50K for the <$20M
manufacturer is common. Not every manufacturer
wants to be the voice of their industry; for those
companies, incremental YoY sales revenue
improvement is sufficient. For those who see the
value in leadership, innovative content creation is
money and time well spent.

People love extolling the notion of “vendor
agnostic” content. Somewhere in the middle allows
vendors to share their value proposition without
some advertorial puff piece. Real world examples
share how clients were facing challenges, the
options or solutions considered, followed with a
precise explanation of the higher-level branding
message.
Too often manufacturers think their solutions are
geared to operations managers, plant managers, or
engineering staff. Yet in nearly all cases the roles of
QA/QC, HR, purchasing, and finance should also be
considered.
Industry experts
Increasingly company leaders want their brand
highlighted. Not just the company or product,
but their leadership status. Having cultivated
more than a thousand such editorial leaders,
manufacturing must never underestimate the
role of a high-profile, thoughtful, and respected
industry expertise. Such pioneers receive
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